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ABSTRACT: SWEETs and their prokaryotic counterparts SemiSWEETs were recently classified
as transporters that translocate sugar across cellular membranes. SemiSWEETs are commonly
used as a model system to infer biological properties of SWEETs; however, this presumes that the
homologues are comparable to begin with. We evaluate this presumption by comparing their
protein dynamics and substrate transport mechanism using 532 μs of simulation data in
conjunction with Markov state models (MSMs). MSM weighted conformational landscape plots
reveal significant differences between SWEETs and SemiSWEETs despite having similar structural
topology. The presence of glucose reduces the free energy barrier between the functionally
important intermediate states to enhance the transport process, while the substrate has no effect
on SemiSWEET. The glucose adopts more rotational degrees of freedom in SWEET, while its
conformation is restricted for SemiSWEET. Our study provides biological insights on the
unexplored novelty of difference in the functional mechanism of two close homologous proteins.

■ INTRODUCTION

Sugar transport in eukaryotes especially in plants is critical for
cellular exchange of carbon sources and energy production.1

SWEETs2 have been shown to be essential for plant biological
functions such as phloem loading,3 seed/root development,4

nectar secretion,5 pollen development,6 the vacuolar storage of
sugars,7,8 and plant growth.9 They are also associated with the
pathogenic activity of Xanthomonas oryzae which utilize these
proteins to access host nutrients that cause a destructive rice
disease.10 The bacterial homologue, known as SemiSWEET
with three transmembrane domains,11 shares similar protein
topology and is considered to be an ancestral form of
SWEETs12 (Figure S1). SemiSWEETs contains one triple helix
bundle (THB) while SWEETs are heptahelical with two THBs
connected by an inversion linker (TM4). However, Semi-
SWEET is functional only as a homodimer lacking TM4 of
SWEET.13 Although the physiological implications of Semi-
SWEET have yet to be investigated,14 they have been
crystallized in various conformations, particularly the outward
facing12,15,16 (OF), occluded11,16 (OC), and inward-facing12,15

(IF) states. The OF state indicates an opening toward the
extracellular side, the OC state means that both ends of the
protein are closed, and the IF state signifies the transporter
cavity facing the cytosolic side of the cell membrane. The

transporter protein switches between these intermediate
conformational states to transport substrate molecules across
the cell membrane, as represented by the “alternating access”
model.17

SWEET has been evolved from two sets of distinct
SemiSWEETs.18 It remains elusive whether SemiSWEET
duplication brings significant structural benefit to SWEET
besides new gene generation and gene family expansion. To
elucidate this question, we studied SWEET and SemiSWEET
conformational dynamics and the substrate transport mecha-
nism using a computational approach. Previous computational
works attempted to biophysically characterize both SWEET
and SemiSWEET transporters. Selvam et al.19 characterized
the complete transport cycle of glucose in OsSWEET2b and
showed that the presence of glucose decreases the free energy
barriers between the intermediate states to enhance the
transport rate. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation studies
on SemiSWEETs reveal the mechanism of glucose recognition
and binding and identified functionally relevant residues for
transport.15 Bera et al.20 initiated simulation from the docked
pose of glucose and observed the glucose release to the
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cytoplasmic side. However, none of these studies obtained the
complete transport mechanism in SemiSWEETs to estimate
the thermodynamics and kinetics of substrate transport due to
the associated computational cost. Simulations identified that
both SWEET and SemiSWEET visit similar conformations
regardless of glucose presence during transport. However, it is
still not clear how the thermodynamics and the free energy
barrier of functionally relevant intermediate conformations
differ in SemiSWEET.
Although the structures and biochemical function of these

transporters are well established, no study has attempted to
directly identify mechanistic and biophysical differences. A
comparison is not only intriguing from an evolutionary biology
perspective, since the differences between these two ancestrally
related proteins are unclear, but of practical consideration,
since SemiSWEET is used as a model to infer knowledge about
SWEET.21,22 This assumes that both transporters are
comparable to begin with an assumption that has yet to be
evaluated and justified. In our study, we compared SWEET
and SemiSWEET by addressing the following questions: (1)
How do structural differences affect protein stability and the
glucose transport rate? (2) Are mechanistically critical residues
conserved between SWEET and SemiSWEET? (3) How does
the glucose transport mechanism differ between these
transporters? Many of these questions are difficult and
sometimes very expensive to probe experimentally. To gain
further insight into these unresolved biological questions, we
employed extensive molecular dynamics (MD) simulation in
conjunction with Markov state models (MSMs). MD captures
the protein motion as a function of time.23 Later, the atomic
position data set was used to construct MSM24,25 to obtain
biophysical observables.26 Our study will provide biological
insights about the similarities and differences in their transport
mechanism but also will guide future experimental studies
concerned with enhancing sugar transport.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Simulation Setup. The IF state of SWEET and OC state

of SemiSWEET coordinates were obtained from the Protein
Data Bank (PDB IDs: 5CTH,13 4QNC16) and used as a
starting structure for MD simulation. The simulation details for
each system presented in this study are shown in Table S1.
Both glucose unbound (apo) and glucose bound (holo)
OsSWEET2b simulation data were adapted from a previous
study.19 Glucose bound simulations includes any data involved
with the translocation process. Simulations were initiated with
glucose suspended in solution for all systems. The MD system
was built using the tleap program from AMBER1427 using the
amberff14sb28 force field. The crystal structures were
embedded in a phosphatidylcholine (POPC) lipid bilayer
and solvated using TIP3P29 water molecules. We preferred to
use POPC, as the lipid composition of monocots shows more
preference to PC lipids in leaves, fruits, and grains.30,31 To
compare our study with a previous study, we used a similar
lipid composition for SemiSWEET simulation.15 NaCl of 0.15
M was used to neutralize the system, and 100 mM
concentrations of glucose were randomly added to each
system. The force field parameters for glucose were obtained
from the glycam database.32 The system was initially
minimized using the conjugate gradient algorithm for 20,000
steps. The system was then slowly heated from 0 to 300 K over
a period of 1 and 2 ns in the NVT and NPT ensemble. The
temperature was maintained constant using a Berendsen

thermostat, and the pressure was maintained at 1 atm using
a Berendsen barostat.33 Hydrogen bonds were constrained
using the SHAKE34 algorithm to increase the integration step
to 2 fs, and long-range electrostatics were treated using the
particle mesh Ewald method.35 The MD system was
equilibrated for 50 ns at 300 K using the NPT ensemble. An
adaptive sampling approach was used to efficiently explore the
landscape.36−39 We iteratively ran trajectories by starting
simulations based on least populated clusters.40 These clusters
were generated using gating residue distances and glucose
distances as a metric to improve sampling in poorly sampled
regions of configurational space.

Markov State Model Construction. Trajectories were
first featurized according to the interhelical distances to
construct the MSM (Figures S2 and S3). SWEET’s
featurization was based on nine contacts (Figure S4A), while
eight interhelical contacts were used for LbSemiSWEET
(Figure S5A). Simulations that involved glucose translocation
included a separate featurization to capture the glucose
translocation process (Figures S4B and S5B). These separate
features involving glucose were projected onto two time
structure based independent components41 (tICs). For the apo
trajectories, we utilized K-means clustering40 in tIC space. To
choose the appropriate MSM lag time, we generated implied
time scale plots for SWEET (Figure S6A and B) and
SemiSWEET (Figure S7A and B) to find the lag time where
the model satisfies the Markov property (history independ-
ence). To find the optimal number of clusters, we generated
multiple MSMs with different model parameters and scored
each one using the generalized matrix Rayleigh quotient
(GMRQ) score and chose the highest scoring one.42 The final
MSM parameters for each system are shown in Table S2.

Trajectory Analysis. The MDTraj43 python library and
cpptraj44 were used for postprocessing the trajectories. Visual
molecular dynamics (VMD)45 and Pymol46 were used to
visualize the simulation data. The transition path theory
(TPT) module in MSM Builder 3.6 was used to identify the
conformational transition between the intermediate
states.47−49 A set of source (inward-facing) and sink (out-
ward-facing) states was chosen so that TPT identifies the top
probability flux pathways between these sets. Dynamic cross-
correlation (DCC) analysis was carried out using the Bio3D R
library.50

Generating Free Energy Plots. Energy landscapes were
constructed by first generating a 2D histogram of the order
parameters x and y, defined as the extracellular and intracellular
gate, respectively (Figures S8 and S9). The counts for each bin
of this 2D histogram were weighted by the equilibrium
probabilities obtained from the Markov state models. This is
mathematically expressed as

p x y P x y s P s n x y( , ) ( , ) ( ) ( , )
s

i i
s

s s
S Si i

i i
∑ ∑ π= | =

∈ ∈ (1)

S represents the set MSM states, p(x, y) is the probability of
observing order parameters x, y, P(x, y|si) is the probability of
observing x, y given si, nsi(x, y) is the normalized frequency of

state si at x, y, and πsi is the equilibrium population of state si.
The free energy landscape was obtained from the following
formula:

F x y RT p x y( , ) ln( ( , ))= − (2)
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Calculating Probability Distributions and Contact
Frequencies. The glucose occupation distributions were
obtained using eq 1, except now, we look at the probability
of finding z (glucose position along the tunnel). Probability
density functions were then approximated using kernel density
estimations.51 Glucose contact frequency plots were generated
by counting the number of times a glucose molecule satisfied a
distance and angle criterion (within 3.5 Å and a 150° bonding
angle) using the VMD hydrogen bond plugin. Synthetic
trajectories were generated using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)
based sampling, which uses MSM transition probabilities to
generate long time scale trajectories. We generated an
extensive KMC trajectory for a total of 610.5 μs (203.5 μs ×
3 copies) for SWEET and 831.39 μs (277.13 μs × 3 copies)
using this sampling method.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Glucose Modulates the Conformational Landscape of

SWEET Compared to SemiSWEET. To quantitatively
compare the SWEET and SemiSWEET transporter conforma-
tions, we generated two-dimensional free energy conforma-
tional landscape plots by measuring the distance between the
extracellular and intracellular gating residues, as they strictly
determine the specific state of the transporter (Figure 1).

SWEET becomes more flexible in the presence of glucose and
decreases the free energy barrier to the intermediate states
compared to the glucose unbound (apo) simulations. The
conformational landscape plots show a free energy barrier of
less than ∼2 kcal/mol, suggesting that SWEET can easily
interconvert between the OF, OC, and IF states during the
translocation process. In contrast, the glucose does not have

any effect on SemiSWEET and the landscape plots look very
similar for both apo and holo simulations. The highest free
energy barrier of ∼3 kcal/mol was observed for the OC to IF
transition, while OC to OF is estimated as ∼2 kcal/mol in
SemiSWEET. Also, the glucose bound SWEET (holo) samples
more unique conformations and leads to an hourglass-like
state; however, the pore channel radius is restricted at the
center of the transporter.19 A similar hourglass-like shape was
observed in the acetate uptake transporter where the
hydrophobic residue acts as an additional gating residue and
closes the pore at the center of the membrane.52 Overall,
glucose showed little effect on the SemiSWEET as compared
to SWEET, and for the first time, we identified these
homologous transporters behave differently with and without
substrate molecules. We determined the likely pathway taken
from the OF to IF state and from the IF to OF state for both
transporters using the transition path theory47−49 (TPT). The
top flux pathway for both SWEET and SemiSWEET resembles
an idealized L-shaped53 landscape, corresponding to the
alternating access cycle17 for sugar transport where each gate
opens and closes in a stepwise fashion (Figure S10). The
kinetic plot reveals that SWEET transports substrate molecules
faster than SemiSWEET, as the substrate molecules decrease
the free energy barrier between the states (Figure S11).

Glucose Forms More Extensive Interactions in SWEET
than in SemiSWEET. We investigated the glucose recog-
nition, transient, and intermediate binding along the Z-
direction of the transport tunnel by calculating the probability
distributions for both SWEET (Figure 2A) and SemiSWEET

Figure 1. Conformational landscape of SWEET and SemiSWEET.
Free energy landscape plot of SWEET glucose bound (holo) (A) and
unbound (apo) (B) and SemiSWEET glucose bound (holo) (C) and
unbound (apo) (D). The simulation data was projected on
extracellular and intracellular gating residue distances to show the
structural rearrangements between various intermediate states. For
SWEET, the distances were measured between Arg70 (CZ)−Asp190
(CG) and Phe43 (Cα)−Phe165 (Cα), and for SemiSWEET, the
distance was measured between Arg55 (CZ)−Asp57 (CG) and
Asp32 (Cα)−Asp32 (Cα) of protomers A and B. The intermediate
states such as inward facing (IF), occluded (OC), and outward facing
(OF) are depicted as states 1, 2, and 3, respectively, and the hourglass
state as 4.

Figure 2. Glucose probability distribution along the translocation
pore. The probability that glucose resides in a particular position
along the transport tunnel (defined by the area under the curve for
SWEET (A) and SemiSWEET (B)) shows that it differentially prefers
different regions of the transport tunnel. In particular, SWEET’s
glucose occupation spreads more than SemiSWEET’s, implying
different mechanisms of transport. The highest peak (black dashed
lines) represents positions where the hydrophobic gates hinder
glucose movement, an unreported feature shared between the
transporters. Structural snapshots of each maximum are shown for
SWEET and SemiSWEET.
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(Figure 2B). A total of four peaks were identified for SWEET,
suggesting that glucose binds to these different sites along the
transport pathway; in contrast, three peaks were identified for
SemiSWEET. The A1 peak centers around 15 Å, correspond-
ing to the initial binding of glucose to the transporter (Figure
3A). The glucose translocates in the pore channel and
stabilizes at 4 Å. Closer observation of the largest peak reveals
that the glucose binds to the primary binding site (A2) and
forms stable polar contacts with Asn77 and Asn197 (Figure
3B). The experimental studies show that mutation of these
conserved residues leads to loss of function.13 The probability
then abruptly decreases as the glucose escapes and reaches the
A3 at −2 Å, which involves interaction with Asn54 and Gln84
(Figure 2A). The combined MD and biochemical studies
reveal that mutation of these residues to alanine results in
dramatic loss of glucose transport.19 Glucose further diffuses
and reaches A4 around −6 Å where it is stabilized by Ser51
and Gln84 before fully exiting the transporter (Figure 2A).
Mutation of all of these critical residues in the transport
channel leads to loss of function.13,19 In SemiSWEET, glucose
enters the pore channel, forming interactions with Arg55−
Asp57 of protomers A and B (B1) (Figure 3D). Later, glucose
moves down and occupies the region around 7 Å, which
represents the bound position (B2) that is stabilized by Trp48

and Asn64 residue pairs as reported in previous studies11,16

(Figure 3E). The mutation of the binding site residues kills the
glucose transport.16 In EcSemiSWEET, mutation of this
conserved tryptophan (Trp50) to phenylalanine decreases
the substrate transport, while mutation of an equivalent residue
to alanine increases the substrate uptake to 2-fold compared to
the wild type.12 Finally, glucose interacts with Gln20 of
protomer A and B residue pairs at B3 and leaves the
transporter (Figure 2B). This is another conserved residue in
SemiSWEET, and mutation to alanine affects the substrate
uptake.12 Overall, the glucose binds a wider region in the pore
channel in SWEET, whereas SemiSWEET glucose majorly
binds to the primary binding site as the probability is
positioned more at B2. This suggests that the free energy
barriers for glucose transport are larger for SemiSWEET
compared to SWEET. The striking similarity between both
transporters is the glucose probability drops to almost zero
after the global maxima. The investigation of these regions
reveals that the set of hydrophobic residues in both SWEET
and SemiSWEET acts as “secondary gating residues” and
prevents translocation of glucose (Figure 3C and F). These
gating residues are localized below the primary binding pocket,
and the tight binding of glucose at the binding site opens this
gate for further substrate translocation. The secondary gates

Figure 3. Glucose probability in OF, OC, and IF states. The glucose probability at different states during the transport cycle was shown for SWEET
and SemiSWEET, respectively. The A1 and B1 sites correspond to the initial recognition, while A2 and B2 represent glucose at the binding site. A3,
A4, and B3 show glucose binds at these transient sites before leaving the transporter.
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also act as a regulatory switch such that the pores are
constricted at the center of the transporter and prevent the
channel-like behavior of the transporter proteins.
Substrate Conformations in the Transport Tunnel

Are Restricted in SemiSWEET. We also observed a striking
difference in the orientation of the glucose molecule during the
transport cycle. To quantify the glucose molecule rotation, we
calculated the conformational degrees of freedom of glucose
along the Z-direction. In SWEET, the glucose molecule
orientation (Figure 4A) is less restricted compared to

SemiSWEET (Figure 4B). The estimated free energy barrier
of glucose rotation θ along Z is less than ∼2 kcal/mol. For
SemiSWEET, the glucose is restricted to a particular
orientation and diffuses along the tunnel axis to reach the
binding site. This is the only global minimum for SemiSWEET
and glucose likely to orient perpendicular to the membrane
before it translocates down. Although SWEET also has a global
minimum, the free energy barrier for glucose to flip to different
orientations is low, suggesting that glucose orientation is not
selective along the transport pathway. Given this contrasting
feature, we propose that SWEET and SemiSWEET translocate
glucose via different mechanisms: tumbling (Figure 4C) and
sliding transport (Figure 4D). Tumbling transport signifies that
the substrate participates in flips and turns during the transport
process, appearing to tumble along the translocation pore.
Sliding transport refers to when a substrate prefers a limited
range of orientations (in the case of SemiSWEET, it is
perpendicular to the membrane) during translocation and
appears to slide through to reach the opposite end of the
membrane. As the glucose samples more conformations and
diffuses rapidly in the pore channel, SWEET can easily

undergo a structural transition from one conformation to
another by reducing the free energy barrier, thus resulting in
faster transport. However, for SemiSWEET, the glucose enters
and exits the tunnel in a restricted conformation which leads to
a slower transport rate.

Crucial Residue Contacts Drive the Substrate Trans-
port Mechanism. To determine key residues that are
involved in the conformational driven glucose transport
mechanism, we generated residue contact frequency plots for
SWEET (Figure 5A) and SemiSWEET (Figure 5B) using

kinetic Monte Carlo simulations. The crucial contacts of
glucose with SemiSWEET are symmetrical; particularly
interactions of glucose with protomers A and B are exactly
the same. However, SWEET lacks this feature, as only two
residue pairs (Asp68−Asp190 and Asn77−Asn197) overlap
when superimposing the bar plots for each triple helix bundle.
The SemiSWEET maximal frequency contact with Trp48 and
Asn64 shows that glucose forms a more stable contact; hence,
the probability density concentrates at the highest peak
(Figures 2B and 3E). The error bars on SemiSWEET are
smaller, suggesting that the conformation of glucose (Figure
4B) is more restricted, which in turn forms consistent
interaction. In contrast, larger error bars on SWEET reveal
that glucose interacts with a larger variety of residues, as

Figure 4. Glucose transports via the tumbling and sliding transport
for SWEET and SemiSWEET, respectively. SWEET translocates
glucose without a particular orientation (defined as θ), whereas
glucose is restricted to a perpendicular pose relative to the cellular
membrane. This is conveyed by the lower free energy values for
SWEET (A) at each position along the translocation pore (defined as
Z). In contrast, glucose translocation in SemiSWEET (B) tends to
stabilize around 90° (quantified by lower free energy values). The
difference in parts A and B suggests two different manners of glucose
transport: the tumbling (C) and sliding (D) transport. The free
energy values were calculated using our Markov state model
equilibrium populations.

Figure 5. Glucose asymmetrically interacts with SWEET compared to
SemiSWEET. Normalized frequency plots illustrate symmetry differ-
ences in the interacting tunnel residues of SWEET (A) and
SemiSWEET (B); particularly, interacting residues on both triple
helix bundles (protomers A and B) are nearly indistinguishable.
SWEET, in contrast, lacks this quality, which further supports the idea
that translocation differs among both transporters. Dashed lines
differentiate between protomer A and B units of the SemiSWEET
transporter. The top interacting residues are labeled for both
transporters. Inset plots show how the contact frequency maximum
changes. The superscript labeling denotes protomers A and B of
SemiSWEET.
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glucose exhibits more conformational degrees of freedom
during translocation.

■ CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown that the homologous transporter
proteins differ in their structural thermodynamics and kinetics
of the functional mechanism. We performed extensive
distributed simulations and explored the functional mechanism
of homologous transporters SWEET and SemiSWEET.
Glucose bound SWEET decreases the free energy barrier
between the various intermediate states compared to the apo
simulation. SWEET shows increased structural heterogeneity
and can accommodate the various conformations of substrate
by increasing the pore radius within the translocation pore.
However, the free energy landscape plots of SemiSWEET
remain similar in both the apo and holo forms, which suggests
that these proteins are very rigid and resist conformational
changes.54 This difference in flexibility may account for
SWEET’s enhanced substrate transport. Further, the compar-
ison of apo and holo MD snapshots of OF, OC, and IF states
reveals that these transporter proteins exhibit a similar
conformation that corresponds to the previously reported
“free ride mechanism” but changes the stochastic conforma-
tional energetic landscape of the protein to increase the
substrate transport.15,19

Despite their structural and functional homology, we found
that the substrate transport mechanism differs between these
two close analogues. This is supported by the stark differences
in their probability distribution curves (Figure 2A and B) that
describe glucose is moving along the tunnel in different
manners. Although SWEET contains four maxima, the lower
conformational barrier and increased rotational degrees of
freedom of glucose enhance the transport. However, Semi-
SWEET contains three peaks, implying that glucose must
overcome higher barriers during translocation compared to
SWEET. Another interesting observation is that glucose is
widely distributed along the tunnel axis for SWEET while
discretely concentrated for SemiSWEET at the binding site.
We identified a set of hydrophobic residues for SWEET and
SemiSWEET that prevents glucose from translocation until the
inward open state is achieved. The bulky aromatic residues
Phe17 and Phe41 of protomers A and B act as a secondary
gating residue and likely contribute to its slower substrate
transport, since it takes a longer time to break the aromatic
hydrophobic interaction to obtain the IF state that favors
substrate translocation (Figure 3F). In contrast, the SWEET
gate consists of flexible hydrophobic residues Phe24, Met146,
and Met177 and glucose could easily overcome this barrier for
efficient transport (Figure 3C). We believe that secondary
gating residues which acts as a regulatory mechanism
determine the substrate transport rate. We also identified
that the glucose molecule undergoes larger rotational and
translational degrees of freedom in SWEETs than Semi-
SWEETs. This behavior is previously unknown, and we
reported two types of transport mechanisms: “tumbling” and
“sliding” transport (Figure 4C and D). Tumbling transport
describes glucose’s orientation as unrestricted during the
translocation process, while sliding transport describes a
perpendicular orientation with respect to the membrane. We
expect other subtypes of SWEET transporters exhibit similar
behavior; those with a smaller radius would utilize sliding
transport, as it reduces steric clashes, while those with a larger
radius would show tumbling transport. In particular, we found

that SWEET transports glucose faster than SemiSWEET,
which may confer more evolutionary benefit for organisms to
adapt and meet new needs for better survival.
We identified crucial residues that drive the glucose

transport in SWEET and SemiSWEET. Recently, we reported
a set of key residues inside the transport pore channel that
forms crucial contacts and helps the substrate to escape from
the barrier.19 Other residues such as Ser51, Asn77, Asp190,
and Asn197 also interacts with glucose and are involved in the
transport process.13 Mutation of all of these residues leads to
dramatic loss of function.13 We observed four residue pairs for
SemiSWEET Glu2, Trp48,16 Asp57,12 and Asn6416 symmetri-
cally interact with glucose and instead the interactions with
SWEET are less symmetric. This symmetry difference in
interactions contributes to SemiSWEET’s slow conformational
change and transport mechanism as it maximizes the key
contacts. However, this extent of interactions overstabilizes
and, therefore, immobilizes glucose. A repulsive force would
thus be required to nudge glucose from this position, which
offers one possible explanation for the existence of hydro-
phobic gating residues lining the tunnel. We also investigated
the precise role of SWEET transmembrane helix 4 (TM4), and
it remains unclear given our simulation data. This is especially
intriguing from an evolutionary biological perspective, since
this transmembrane helix is nonexistent in the bacterial form,
SemiSWEET. The structural and biochemical studies have
shown that TM4 packs against THB1 to properly form the
translocation pore.13,55 We performed dynamic cross-correla-
tion analysis to explore the role of TM4.56 Our results show
that TM4 has less interaction with THB1 and the rest of the
transporter; however, further scientific studies would be
needed to further understand its function (Figure S12). The
lack of biophysical experiments makes it difficult to validate
our results, as most protein investigations are mammal-
focused; thus, we recommend future works to utilize our
computational predictions as a guide for experimental design.
Nonetheless, our simulations still reproduced the crucial
residues that drive the glucose transport, and the predictions
of key intermediate states are in good agreement with
SemiSWEET crystal structures (Figure S13A and B). Overall,
this study enhances our understanding of the sugar transport
mechanism even beyond the SWEET family. Since sugar
translocation is an essential process for the development of
multiple cellular organisms including crops,57 we expect this
study provides a foundation for better engineering of SWEET
sugar transporters for crop yield improvement.
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